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1. Introduction and notation. A natural question that arises con-

cerning a finite group G and its group of automorphisms A (G) is the

relationship between their orders. P. Hall and G. Birkhoff [l] have

obtained an upper bound on the order of A (G) in terms of the order

of G.

In this paper we shall be concerned with the power of the prime p

that divides the order of A (G) for those primes p that divide the order

of G. For abelian groups Hilton [2] proved that if pn divides the order

of G, then p"~1(p — l) divides the order of A(G). In the general case

Herstein and Adney [3 ] proved that if p2 divides the order of G, then

p divides the order of A(G). Scott [4] showed that if p3 divides the

order of G, then p2 divides the order of A(G).

The main theorem proved in this paper is as follows:

Theorem. Let G be a group of order png where (p, g) = 1, p a prime,

and let P denote a p-Sylow subgroup belonging to G. If P is abelian, then

at least pn~x divides the order of A(G).

A counterexample to the general conjecture that if pn is the highest

power of p that divides the order of G then pn~l divides the order of

A(G) is the following: Let G be the group of all quadratic nonsingular

matrices with elements from the Galois field with 19 elements then2

[G:l] = (192-l)(192-19) and[A(G):l]=o(G)/32.

Notation. In this paper we shall write group for finite group.

If G is a group, we denote by:

Z(G) the center of G,

G' the commutator subgroup of G,

A(G) the group of automorphisms of G,

1(G) the group of inner automorphisms of G and [G: l] the order

of G.
If H is a subgroup of G, we denote by Va-ii(G) the transferred

group of G to i?[5].
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1 The following comprises part of a Ph.D. thesis written under the direction of

Professor Marshall Hall and accepted by the Ohio State University. I wish, at the

outset, to acknowledge my deep indebtedness to my former teacher.

8 The author is indebted to the referee for this counterexample as well as the form

of Theorem 2.2.
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2. Preliminaries. We use the following theorems in the proof of

the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 2.1. // the finite group G has an abelian p-Sylow subgroup

P, then we have

G = GiPu       GiC\P1= 1

where Gi is the kernel of the transfer of G into P and Pi is the image

group of G transferred into P. Moreover Pi contains P2 = P(~\Z(G).

Proof. This theorem is an immediate corollary of [5, pp. 142—

143].

Theorem 2.2. Let G be a group, N a normal subgroup, and R a

representative subgroup of G modulo N. All automorphisms a of R that

satisfy the condition

x~la(x) E Z(G) C\R, xER

form a group AX = A(G, N, R) of automorphisms of R that is mapped

isomorphically onto a group Ai of central automorphisms of G by the

correspondence: a—>5 where a(nr)=na(r) nEN, rER, and Ai is ob-

tained from Ai by restriction to R. If R is abelian then a is inner only if

a is the identity.

Proof. Clearly the a's form a group. By direct verification it fol-

lows that 5 is an automorphism of G. Moreover from the definition

of a and the fact that a is an automorphism the correspondence

a—>5 is 1-1 and preserves products. This isomorphism together with

a(l -r) —a(r) shows that Ai restricted to R gives Ai.

Now let R be abelian. If 5 is an inner automorphism we have

a(nr) = nrz = gnrg~l = nirinrrrlnrl where g = nirx.

But then

3 = w_1«iriwrf1r«r1''_1 G N since N is normal and is abelian.

Hence z = 1 and a(r)=r.

3. Construction of central automorphisms. In the remainder of

the paper it is assumed (i) that G is a group of order png where p is a

prime, (g, p)=l, and (ii) that a £-Sylow subgroup P of G is abelian.

LetPi=V0,p(G), [P:l]=p' = pr+; [Pi:l]=pr, [P2: l] =p> and let

d denote the kernel of the transfer of G into P. If pm is the highest

power of p dividing L4i: l] where Ai = A(G, Gi, Pi) the two previous

results show that pm\ [A(G): 1(G)]. Since pr\ [1(G): l] it follows that
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pm+r\ [A(G): l]. It is to be shown that m+r^n — 1 =r+s — 1 or

m^s — 1.

The main theorem has now been reduced to a consideration of the

automorphisms a of an abelian £-group Pi, with a subgroup P2 of

order p", such that x_1a(x)£P2, for all x£Pi.

We proceed to construct the required automorphisms of Pi with

the repeated application of the following:

Remark. An element of highest order in an abelian £-group may

be chosen as a basis element [6].

Consider first P2(ZPi. Let {ait • • ■ , a*} be a basis for Pi with a,-

of order pmt and let ai be an element of highest order in Pi. If P2 does

not contain an element of highest order, then ai£P2 and we define

a(ai) = avb b E Pt,

a(ai) = at i t* 1.

We assert a is an automorphism of P. Suppose

(aib)   a2* ■ ■ ■ ak   = 1 with not all x,- = 0.

In particular Xi^O for otherwise there would be a dependence among

{#2, 03, • • ■ , ak}. Since

bEPiC Pi,

we can write

, Vl    Vt Vk
o = ai a2  ■ • ■ ak

with yi a multiple of p, since b is of lower order than a,\. Now we ob-

tain

Oi a2 • • • ak =1

and this implies

Xi + Xiyi m 0 (mod pni).

But

xi + Xiyi = xi(l + yi) = 0 (mod pmi),

(1 + yu p) = 1

hence xx=pml. Thus

a2   • • • dk   =1

and hence
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x2 = x3 = • • • = x* = 0

so that

{aib, a2, ■ • • , ak\ is a basis for P.

By direct calculation one can show that for a, a'EPi

a(aa') = a(a)a(a').

The product of any two such automorphisms is again an auto-

morphism of the same type. For let

P(ai) = avb', b'EP2,

P(a) = ait ij*l,

then

a(3(ai) = a(aib') = aiba(b') = Ci5

where

h = ba(b') E Pi.

Therefore the set of automorphisms obtained as b runs over P2

form a group. By direct calculation a has the same order as the cor-

responding bEP2 and we have at least p° automorphisms.

If, on the other hand, P2 contains an element of highest order in

Pi, say ai, we choose a basis for

Pi{ai, a2, • ■ ■ , ak\.

We can write Pi = {fli} X-Hi where {cti} denotes the cyclic group of

order pmi generated by ai. By a proper choice of a basis for P2 we can

write P2= {ai} XKX such that KiEHi-

Suppose now that a2EHi is an element of highest order in Hi. Also

suppose that Kx does not contain an element of highest order of Hi.

Then since a2EK~i, o-i of order pm2, we define

a(a2) = a2b, b E Ri,

a(a) = a^ i ^ 1, 2

and ct(ai) any of the pmi~1(p — 1) automorphisms of {ai}. Apply the

previous argument to Hi and Ki. Since the direct product of auto-

morphisms of the direct factors of a group is a subgroup of the auto-

morphism group of the group itself, we have, therefore, p'~l auto-

morphisms. We can construct an additional automorphism of order

P of Pi by defining:
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p">i—l

&(a2) = a2-ai       ,

&(ax) = au i r* 2

B is an automorphism of Pi. Suppose

Ij J>ml-1.  I2    XZ Xk

ai fa2 • ai      )   a»   • • • a*   = 1

with not all x< = 0. In particular, x^O, for otherwise we would have

a dependence among

ai, a3, • • • , a*.

Simplifying we get

xi+xiPmi~l    Xj Xk

ai a2  • • • ak  = 1

but this implies

xi + xnp™-1 = 0 (mod pmi),     Xi m 0 (mod pmi),     i = 2, • ■ • , k.

However, since x2j*0, we have a contradiction. Also B is of order p

since {ai} is fixed elementwise by B and af1- is of order p. 8 involves

both direct factors, hence it is not one of the previously constructed

automorphisms whence p' automorphisms have been constructed.

However, if a2EKi, to Pi and P2, respectively. We have H2EHi and

A:2C-Ki so that

Hi = {a2} X J5T2,

Ki = {a2} X K2

where K2EH2. As before, we construct the automorphisms of Hi (in

the role of Px) and since Hi is a direct factor of Pi the automorphisms

will be automorphisms of Pi, using Hi exclusively. In fact, since

Pi = {ai] X Hi we have ^(Pi) D A({ai\) X A(Hi).

Also since we have pml automorphisms using ai exclusively, we have

the required p' automorphisms.

Suppose we have

Pi = {ai} X {a2} X ■ ■ ■ X {a,} X Hi,

Pz = {ai} X {a2} X ■ ■ ■ X {ai} X Kt

where KiQHi and

PiDBiD-D Hi,

Pi D K2 D • • • D Ki.
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Also aj is an element of highest order in

Hj, Kj, for/ = 1, 2, •••,*— 1.

Now either Ki contains an element of highest order of Hi or Ki does

not contain an element of highest order of Hi. In the latter case let

a,+i be an element of highest order in Hi; hence, a,+iG^t and we de-

fine

a(«i+i) = Qi+ib, b E Kit

a(a) = at, t = i + 2, ■ ■ ■ , k

and a(a) is any of the pn>~1 automorphisms of the cyclic group gener-

ated by at (t = l, 2, • ■ ■ , i). For each a a further automorphism may

be constructed as follows: Define

mi—1

y(ar) = ar-ai     , r = 1,2, ■ • ■ , i + 1,

y(at) = at, for / 5^ r.

Hence we have the required p' automorphisms by application of the

previous arguments.

If, however, Ki contains an element of highest order of Hit say

a,+i, then, as before, we have

Pi = {ai} X • • • X {ai+i} X Hi+i,

Pt = {ai} X • • • X {ai+i} X Ki+i

where Ki+iQHi+i. But P2CP1; hence we have for some i = k the first

case of Hi+i?±l and Ki+i = l. Finally, if

Pt = Pi = PC\Z(G),

then

G = Gi X Pi and A(G) 2 A(G{) X ^(Pi).

Now

f-i| [A(Pi):l]by [l]and#'| [(G): l].

Since 7(G) fixes Pi elementwise, we have pT+'~l = £n-I| [A(G): l].

It should be noted that the results of this section include Theorem 1

of Scott [4].
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A NOTE ON FINITE UNIONS OF IDEALS
AND SUBGROUPS

NEAL H. MCCOY

1. Introduction. From the theory of ideals in a commutative ring

R it follows easily that an ideal / of R is contained in the (set-

theoretic) union of a finite number of prime ideals P,- (i = l, 2, • • • , n)

of R if and only if / is contained in some one of the ideals P<. A simple

direct proof of this will be found in [2, p. 186]. Recently, Behrens

[l, p. 171 ] has shown that the same result holds for the case in which

neither commutativity nor associativity is assumed in R.

It is easy to see that if an ideal / of a ring R is contained in the

union Ai\JA2 of any two ideals Ai and A2, it must be contained in

one of them. For suppose that I^AiKJA2 and that IQAi. Then there

exists an element a2 of IC\A2 such that a2EAi. If xEIC^Ai, then

x+a2EAi and therefore x+a2EA2 and xEA2. That is, ir\AiC.A2

and we have IQA2. As a matter of fact, this result remains valid if

/, Ai, and A2 are subgroups of an arbitrary group. These observa-

tions were pointed out to me by Bailey Brown who also raised

several questions about possible generalizations, some of which are

partially answered in this note.

The following simple example, due to R. E. Johnson, shows that

the above result about the union of two ideals no longer holds when

we pass to the union of three ideals. Let R be the ring whose additive

group is the direct sum of two two-element cyclic groups, with every

products equal to zero. Thus the elements of R may be written as

(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1) with componentwise addition modulo

2. Then ,4i= j(0, 0), (0, 1)}, A2= {(0, 0), (1, 0)}, and A3= {(0, 0),

(1, 1)} are ideals in R, and R is contained in the union of these three
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